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How can wearable technology create as much 
comfort in cold weather as warm weather? 

Why are people less active and social even indoors 
during the winter months?

How can wearable technology be used to ease the 
experience of travelling in winter weather? 



AGE        

PROFESSION

OTHER

“I sometimes just won’t 
go to the gym if I know 

I’m going to get my 
socks wet and have a 

horrible time.”

ABOUT

21

Student

Wishful
Gym-rat

In the early stages of their 
gym career, lacks intrinsic 
motivation and a routine

Lives in urban environment 
with dirty slush puddles, 
black ice, and salt in winter

TAKEAWAYS

Even though the gym is indoors 
and climate controlled, winter 
weather affects travel and 
decreases physical activity

Needs water-resistance, heat, 
traction, and ease of use

Looking for slip-on solution

Behavior in winter weather

1.  Wears athletic shoes in the slush and salt, 
getting their socks wet and ruining their shoes. 
Possibly even slips on ice, gets injured. 

2. Skips the trip to the gym entirely, undoing 
any progress and building bad habits

Factors that cause this behavior

Pain points

Somewhat lazy, believes it’s too inconvenient 
to wear boots for 10-15 minute walk to the gym 
and have to change

Already lacks motivation to go to the gym on a 
regular schedule due to time constraints and 
general stress

Wet socks and cold feet

Damage to expensive athletic shoes

Unable to self-motivate in the moment to 
follow through with gym/physical activity goals



AGE        

PROFESSION

OTHER

“It is always such a hassle 
to carry an extra pair of 
shoes and another bag 

just to hold them during 
the winter months.”

ABOUT

40

9-5 office job

Urban 
Commuter

Commutes to work daily via 
public transportation and 
some walking

Lives in urban environment 
with dirty slush puddles, 
black ice, and salt in winter

Very busy, short on time

TAKEAWAYS

Majority of time is spent 
indoors but lowest point of the 
day is the outdoor commute

Hates carrying around a 
cumbersome bag of shoes just 
for the 30 minute commute but 
really has no other option

Needs a more portable version 
of winter boots 

Behavior in winter weather

Wears winter boots during commute to and 
from work on most days

Uses the bathroom to change into dress shoes 
once indoors, hiding winter boots under the 
desk or in a drawer

 
Factors that cause this behavior

Pain points

Can’t afford to ruin expensive dress shoes but 
also can’t wear winter boots while at work

Has to interact with clients/boss/co-workers 
and needs to maintain a professional 
appearance

Storage of dirty winter boots at work

Transportation of extra pair of shoes

Additional time required for putting on and 
taking off shoes/winter boots

Unprofessional appearance created





Criteria for an Effective Solution

Criteria Not at all True          Very true

The product is water and weather resistant, protecting the inner 
shoe from snow, rain, slush, and salt and providing traction for ice.

The product provides warmth, either through the extra layer of 
thicker material or heating pads to reach 65 degrees F in 1 minute.

The product is portable and self-contained, able to be folded into 
itself and cleanly placed into a jacket pocket or bag. 

The product can be put on and taken off faster than a pair of winter 
boots, at least within 30 seconds.

The product is aesthetically pleasing and fashionable.



Introducing: The Commute Boot

Rough prototype Current prototype End vision



Current Prototype Diagram



Current Prototype



Research on Materials

Water and 
weather resistant Warmth Portable Easily put on

and taken off Fashionable

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-B-LlyLCK3fPGgmmPOcxlh-zreyhR0xV/preview


Benchmarking 
Indoor Disposable 

Shoe Cover

Water and 
weather resistant

Warmth

Portable

Easily put on
and taken off

Fashionable

OvershoesOutdoor Reusable 
Shoe Cover

Commute Boot

 Key
 next steps



User Journey with our Product 


